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BEYOND THE LAB DOOR

UN I VERS I TY FACULT I ES OF

ARE NOT EOU I PP I NG THE I R

KNOWLEDGE AND SKI LLS TO

SC I ENCE AND ENG I NEER I NG

STUDENTS ti{ITH THE NECESSARY

EXPLOIT SCIENCE AND

TECHNOLOGY I N THE I NDUSTR IAL ENVI RONMENT.

Introduction

This paper deals with the need to provide scientists and

engineers with the knowledge necessary to enable them to understand
the technological innovation process and, in particular, how to
commerciaLize technical ideas.

In directing my remarks to this limited population I do not wish
to convey the impression that scientists and engineers are the only
people who should have a clear understanding of the elements which
nake for successful technological innovation. A11 Canadians should
be knowledgeable about this economic activity which is vitally im-
portant to Canada; fron high school students to governnent bureaucrats
and presidents of universities and companies. It is, however, with
scientists and engineers and, in particular, with science and

engineering students, that we have the best opportunity to increase
the rate of flow of profitable, successful technological innovation
in Canada.

Technological innovation can take place in two contexts: within
an existing company 3s, for example, when inprovements are sought for
one of the companyts.products or manufacturing processes, or when a
new company is created to develop and produce a new product. The

former I will refer to as ttechnological innovationt and the latter
as I technical entrepreneurship I .
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Before proceeding arLy further I want to clearly define the terms
ttechnological innovationt and !technical entrepreneurshipr so that
there will be no misunderstanding about raihat I mean.

"Technological innovationil is the chain of activities by which
a new technical idea is transformed into a product or manufacturing
process which has entered the rnarket place or put into conmercial
operation. Technological innovation involves two stages: the invention
stage which involves such activities as research and development, and

the commercialization stage which encompasses marketing, finance,
corporate planning and production as it applies to the introduction
into the rnarket place of a new product or nanufacturing process.
Hence the "technical innovator" is the person who successfully moves

a new product or process idea through these two stages and into the
narket place.

"Entrepreneurship" is the process by which knowhowr cspital and

other resources are blended together to establish a new enterprise.
Entrepreneurship does not necessarily involve technological innovation
and the two terms should not be considered synonymous. However , fry
concern is with the process of conpining technical ideas, capital,
managerial knowhow and other resources to establish a technology-based
company; what I call tttechnical entrepreneurship".

Factors Beyond the Li.b Door

The title of rny presentation is "Beyond the Lab Door"; Tny concern
is with the lack of knowledge about the technological innovation
process that scientists and engineers have when they join an industrial
employer upon graduation. Canadian universities, otr the who1e, do a

good job of providing their science and engineering graduates with a

solid technical base of knowledge. The same cannot be said for the
preparation of science and engineering students for ernployrnent in high
technology industry. A recent study conducted by the Innovation
Management Institute of Canada and the Canadian Advanced Technology
Association* deterrnined that 67eo of industrial respondents to a rnail
questionnaire considered that "scientific and technical university
graduates in Canada are not being adequately prepared for ernploynent

* T.f.M.E. for Canada WorkshoP
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in industryttr

One of the more interesting comments from a questionnaire
respondent was:

"This is certainly true in nany instances, largely because these

graduates have an insufficient understanding of the economics

of business and the cornmercial requirenents for success."

The commercial requirements for success ! What are these conmercial

requirements for success? What are some of the questions that should

be asked regarding a prospective technical project in order to increase

the probability that the connercial requirenents for success are met?

Questions that should be asked before, and not after, technical
feasibility has been determined.

One of the first general questions to be answered is 'does
this prospective.project fit in with the objectives and strategy of
the company?f .

Some of the more specific questions that should be considered

are:
in the manuf acturing area;

in the marke t ing area ;

- Does the new product or Process

- Wi 1 I the cus t omer perc e ive th at
purchas ing

to manu f acture the product ;

available to add this new
l ine

meet a customer?s needs

the product is worth

Do we have the capab i 1-:-tY
is manpower and equipment
product to our production

Are the raw materials required for manufacture available
at a reasonable cost

Can the new product be manufactured safely

Do we have excess capacity in ouT warehouse to store
the finished product.
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- What is the size of the total narket and how much of
this market will we capture

- Do we ha'ye ;.a sales force presently capable of selling
the new product

- Are our present channels of distribution adequate or
do we have to acquire new outlets for the new product

- l{hat will be the effect of sales of this new product on
existing products; conplementary or substitution

- What price can we charge for the new product and what will
be the profit nargin

- lVhat counteraction will the cornpetition take when we
launch our new product into the marketplace; will they
introduce their own new product or cut their price on an
existing comparable product

- Does the new product require user education or an increased
after sales service effort, or both

in the financial area i

- Will we make a profit and Tecoyer all our development costs

- How much capital investment is required

- What is the rate of return on the investment in the
project and how does this compare with other investment
opportunities

- When will the project result in a positive cash fLow and
for how long will this positive cash flow exist.

Thus technological innovation cannot be conducted in the isolation
of the R&D laboratory. It nust be undertaken with the business
environment and the capabilities of the firm kept in mind.

Numerous studies have shown the following to be among the most

inportant factors contributing to successful technological innovation
(Rothwe11, 1977):

- Awareness and understanding of user needs gained through
collaboration with prospective .users in the earLy stages
of the proj ect or through thorough market studies
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Good internal cooperation and coordination between
the various areas of the company to be involved in
the project such as rnarketlng, B&q, production and
finance perhaps to the extent of forrning an inter-
disciplinary team to manage the project through
the various stages of development

Efficient R&D to eliminate technical "bugs"
the product is launched into the market

b e fore

A senior management with the nerve to take the risks
involved in technological innovation

The existence of key individuals who are conmitted to,
and who enthusiastically support the innovation. The
product champion plays a vital role in moving the project in
the organizational system and overcorning any resistance.

Some of the important barriers to technological innovation are:

- Lack of money and personnel to support the project
through all of the stages of developnent

- Risk averse senior management who see no value in
supporting technological innovation

- Tax rates that do not a1low for sufficient profit to
justify the financial risk

- Technological blindness or a "we know what the customer
wants" attitude which can result fron an ove? infatuation
with the technical sophistication of a project with the
result that a product can be developed for which there
is no customer

- Poor management of the R&D staff resulting in fewer
projects than necessary moving into the commercialization
s tage .

. These are just some of the factors which irnpact on the technolog-
ical innovation process and contribute to either success or failure.
Most of these factors are'beyond the lab doorf but affect the labrs
operations to a considerable degree.

I would guess that over 90% of the university graduates in
science and engineering obtaining their degrees this year are in total
ignorance of these factors. This, I subrnit, is a large element in the
dissatisfaction mentioned earlier of technology-based companies toward
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univers ity s cience and engineering graduat€s,

If our university graduates are ill equipped to cornmercialize
technical ideas in a company context n they are woefully unprepared
to commercia1-ize technical ideas in a new business start-up situation.

Canadian universities, and especially faculties of science and

engineering with o1rly two exceptions, teach nothing about the techno-
logical innovation process or technical entrepreneurship, its manage-

ment, and its irnpact on the firm and on the country. Why is this?

The answer is sinple. They do not see a need to teach anything
in these areas. After all, the best students should be directed into
an acadernic life not a sordid one in an industrial laboratory. Up to
now there has been little or no pressure sn universities to change

this attitude and to provide such training. They continue, therefore,
to turn out graduates with a "subsidiary employment mentality"; grad-
uates who are i11-equipped to manage or introduce technical change
or to argue effectively for technological innovation when it is
warranted to ensure the long-term survival of the company.

The last thing the graduates of our universities are equipped by
their extensive but narrow technical training to do is to start their
own businesses based on their own technical ideas; to be technical
entrepreneurs.

This must changel Why?

To quote Dr, Jshn MacDonald, President of MacDonald Dettwiler in
Vancouver, rfWe in Canada are great inventors; superb engineers; we are
lousy exploiters". We cannot continue to 1et innovative opportunities
slip through our fingers. We cannot continue to have the technological
innovation process in Canada managed by "inspired amateurs" while our
competitors employ trained professionals.

Canada needs active vibrant high technology companies to contribute
to its growth as an advanced developed nation. These high technology
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companies haye higher growth rates than more traditional companies

and thus have greater demands for highly qualified manpower and

trades people. In addition, these companies generally export most of
their products which results in a positive flow of cash into Canada.

Universities must accept that they have a responsibility to begin

the training of the people who will be involved in technological
innovation or be involved in new business start-uPs, training that
will continue in the business world.

Is the need for such training recognized either inside universities
or in the business world? In 1975, I conducted a survey of Deans of
Science and Engineering, to determine their views on having courses

on technological innovation managenent included in their faculty
curricula. The response was generally negative to this suggestion.
At the same tirne I surveyed businessmen about the need for training
in the area of technological innovation management; either at university
or later. This tine the response was generally positive, 4s illustrated
by the following comments (Clarke, 1975):

-"... Canadian supervisors and nanagers in our research
laboratories should be better educated and trained in
management of research" I

-"there is a very serious lack of university training in
management and business for scientific people"

Earlier studies of the need for R&D

Gishler (19 7 3) and by J . R. Nininger and K.

Univers i ty re inf orced iny f indings .

man agement tra ining by P . E .

S. Palda(1974) of Queen?s

In the area of entrepreneurship, a study by I.A. Litvak and C.J.
Maule(I972) found that "onily a few of the technical entrepreneurs
possessed general management expertise comparable to their technical
ski11s". This result was also found in another study of sma11 high
technology businesses in Canada by R.M. Knight and J.C. Lemmon(1978) of
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the Uniyersity of Western Ontario. They suggested that "business
schools, engineering schsols and science programs should be encouraged

to provide courses on starting and operating a smal1 independent
business with a minimum requirement that each technical student has

a project on operating his own business during his technical program".
Dr. M.C. de Malherbe(1976), presently Dean of Engineering at Carleton
University, recommended in a position paper on industry-university
cooperation that technical training should be supplemented with the
teaching of business management.

In a study of technology transfer from Federal Government
laboratories to srna11 high technoLogy cornpanies, M.J.C. Martin et aL

(1978) recomrnended that educational programs concerned with technolog-
ical innovation management and entrepreneurship should be established
for novice technical entrepreneurs. They also felt that "a11 govern-
ment R&D staff should be given formal education in the process of
technological innovation"

More conclusiye eyidence that there is a need for supplernenting
the technical training of science and engineering university students
comes from a recent workshop held at York University in Septenber of
I979. Called the T.I.M.E. for Canada Workshop with T.I.M.E. standing
for Technological Innovation Managenent Education, the Workshop

attracted Deans of Engineering, Science and Business as well as

presidents and senior managers from business. Prior to the Workshop

a questionnaire was sent out to over 400 people in business,
acadenia and government. 0ver 150 replies were received. A prelirninary
analysis of some of the hypotheses and questions in the questionnaire
revea1ed the following:

6Loo of the total respondents agreed. with the hypothesis
that "scientific and technical university graduates in
Canada are not being adequately prepared for employment
in industry" with 26eo of these specificalLy focusing on
the areas of business knowledge or attj.tude. By sector,
67eo of the industrial respondents agreed with the hypo-
thesis while 42eo of university respondents agreed.
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Typical comments from those agreelng with the above hypothesis

were:

"I agTee. In toO many cases, prof-essors lecture frorn text-
booki and lecture notes rathbr than from experience. There
are two underlying feasons for this. FirstJ.y, too-few staff
have been gainfully employed as engineers. Secondlyr ngn1'
are either-doing nb re3earch or are doing research which is
of a scientificlrather than an engineering nature. Further-
mot", faculties tend to be far too inward looking with too
littie involvement with 1oca1 and national industry".

"If their goal is industrial R&D with large companies they-
are adequalely trained- - lhq-company environment and training
programs can ?iff in the deficiencies. However, lheI a1e-
irot"adequately trained if they are to become involved with
ffi entire prbcess of innovation - !h"y have little appreci-
ation of hoir a business is run, tend to directly relate
technical achievernent to narket acceptance and have 1itt1e
appreciation that applied research i-s different fron academic
rbiearch - in content, lttitude and purpose."

It was apparent from the replies that businessmen from snaller
high technology coinpanies had a greater dissatisfaction with university
graduates than those fron large technology-based firms.

39so of the total respondents agreed with the hyp_othesis that
I'Business courses should be made compulsory in the curriculum
of science and engineering students", while an additional
27so considered thit such iourses should be electives on1y.
In other words, 66? of the respondents considered that such
courses should be made available at least on an elective
basis. By sector , 64so of industrial respondents and 74eo

of univer'sity respondents considered that such courses be
made available at least on an elective basis.

Unfortunately, tro distinction was nade between technological
innovation management courses and entrepreneurship courses and this
would have, I believe, made a difference in the reaction to whether

the courses should be elective or compulsory.

As a result of the Workshop, several Deans of Science and

Engineering are actively developing new courses on innovation and

entrepreneurship for inclusion in their regular technical course

offerings.

In case you believe that the views of students have been neglected,
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the fact is that where such courses harre been offered in Canada

and the U.S., they have been well attended. A good example of this
is Dr. Don Scottts course at the University of Waterloo which is
designed to provide engineering students with a basic understanding
of how to start a technology based business. Demand is so great that
only half the students who want to take the course can be accommodated.

Even with this restriction, class sizes are in the neighbourhood of
75 students. Incidentally, Dr. Scott, along with Mr. R.M. Blair,
has recently published a text book for the course entitled "The

Technical Entrepreneur". Those who have read it highly recommend it.
The only other course on entrepreneurship being presented to engineer-
ing students is being taught by Dr. Andrew Szonyi at the University
of Toronto. These gentlemen can, I believe, be considered pioneers

in the evolution of engineering curricula.

Solution

I consider that I have presented a strong case that education for
prospective and practicing innovators and entrepreneurs is needed but
bv what nechanisn?

There are two main options which are not nutually exclusive that
universities can adopt.

The first and easiest option is for faculties of engineeritg,
science and business to cooperate and develop and present at least
trtro credit courses; one in technological innovation management and

the other in technical entrepreneurship at both the graduate and

undergraduate 1eve1. These two courses should be general overview

courses designed to acquaint the student with a basic understanding
of the areas.

Based on a topic survey conducted by the Innovation Management

Institute of Canada in L976, the course on technological innovation
management should cover such topics as:

- Project Evaluation and Selection
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Economics of Technological Innovation

Technological Forecasting

Determinants of Successful Technological Innovation

Technology Transfer: Intraorganizational and Interorgan-
izationaL

Assessing Technical and Comrnercial Risk

Marketing New Products or. Processes

Planning, Controlling and Scheduling R&D Activities
Supervision and Motivation of R&D Personnel

Canadian Climate for Technological Innovation

I believe that such a course should be compulsory for all
science, engineering and business students.

The overview course on technical entrepreneurship which I
believe should be an elective course should cover such topics as

Venture Capital Acquisition; Initial and Subsequent
Financing

Preparing a Business Plan

Marketing for the Srna1l Technology Based Conpany

Financial Management

Characteristics of Successful Entrepreneurs

Evaluating a Prospective Business

Personnel Management

Taxation and Governnent Regulations

Acquiring a Patent

Legal Aspects of Establishing and Operating a Sma11
High Technology Business, Including Incorporation Procedures

If a university was interested, further in-depth courses or short
seminars could be developed on any one of the topics. One of the key
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findings of the T.I.M.E. Workshop referred to earlier in this paper
was that the professors presenting the courses should make liberal
use of guest Lecturers frorn the private sector, especi a\Iy for the
entrepreneurship course. The professor provides the anchor for the
nanagernent theory and ski11s while the guest innovator or entrepreneur
who illustrates a success story provldes the necessary role rnodel;
helshe reinforces the entrepreneurial or innovative attitudes latent
in the students and provides motivation. This contribution of having
a successful entrepreneur or innovator meeting with the students
cannot be overemphasized; entrepreneurship, in particul ar, is contagious
if entrepreneurial students are exposed to a live practicing technical
entrepreneur.

The university could also offer these courses through their
extension services so that scientists and engineers presently employed.
would have the opportunity to take thern.

The second option which requires a much greater comnitment on
behalf of the university and its faculty and the cooperation of the
1ocal business coinmunity is to establish an industrial innovation
centre.

An Industrial Innovation Centre has three objectives. The first,
to stinulate an increase in the quantity and quality of technological
innovbtion carried out in Canada in the forn of new prod.ucts or
processes ' or new businesses based on then, the second to make greater
use of the resources contained in the university in strengthening the
performance of smal1 and medium sized Canadian technology-based
businesses and in evaluating and commercializing inventions from private
inventors, and third, to encourage and expand technology-based companies

These objectives are accomplished by the Ind.ustrial Innovation
Centre offering the following services and undertaking the following
activities:

rncrease the knowledge and practical ski11s of prospective
entrepreneurs or innovators by sponsoring the development
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and presentation of specia1-:-zed courses in entre-
preneurship and technological innsvation management

to science, engineering business or other degree

seeking students and short courses or workshop sessions
to non-university "studentsf'. The university courses'
both theory and laboratory, should be credit courses so

that the students can "afford" the time to take then.
These courses would develop the studentts basic under-
standing of the innovation/entrepreneurship process and

his or her skills in problern solving and analysis under
reaL tine business conditions.

Provide sma11 and mediun sized technology-based Canadian

companies, students , facuLty, or individuals in the
community with specialized advice and assistance in the
technical and commercial developnent of inventions and

technical ideas and to help them either expand an

existing business through new product or process develop-
ment, or to start up a new business, and in so doing
provide innovation centre students with live "hands on"
experience in overcoming actual problems faced by

innovators or entrepreneurs.

Provide innovators and entrepreneurs with a link with
research and development resources resident in
univers ities .

4. Conduct research on and become a centre of expertise in
entrepreneurship, the technological innovation process
and the teaching of these areas.

This specia1-ized assistance referred to in the second service
rnight be offered in three stages: the first stage being a prelininary
evaluation both conmercLa1-1-y and technicall-y to identify those five
or six ideas out of one hundred that are worth pursuing. This service,
for which a nominal fee would be charged, would be similar to that
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aLready being offered by the University of Waterloo and the American

Innovation Centre at the University of Oregon.

The second stage would involve a more in-depth evaluation which

could include a llmited market or technical study. This stage would

involve,,under careful supervision, centre students as part of their
"hands on" training. The fee for this further service, which would

involve Some expenditure by the centre, might be a percentage of
future toyalties, or a percentage of stock or bonds in a new company

if the client wishes to start a company around the idea. If the
stage two evaluation of the idea or invention remains positive, the
client night be offered a third stage of assistance which could
involve the centre investing "seed" money into the idea/invention so

that it is more presentable to a venture capitalist.

The third stage of assistance would also include assisting the
client to prepare a detailed business plan. For this final stage of
assistance, the centre would charge an additional amount in terms of
either a percentage of future sales in the case of a licence or a

percentage of stock or bonds in the case of a new company.

One point that should be ernphasized is that the Industrial
Innovation Centre should not unnecessarily duplicate any existing 1oca1

services to entrepreneurs, businessmen or inventors but should try to
act as a local agent for such services, Lf that is possible. The

centres will endeavour to become comprehensive assistance centres for
technology-based firms or inventors.

An important aspect of these centres is who would control then.
Although the Industrial Innovation Centres nust work very closely
with a host university (or universities, if close together) and,
in particular, with the faculties of engineering, science and business,
the centres should not be controlled by their host universLty. One

important lesson that can be learned from observing the American
experience with their innovation centres is that the centres should
be, from the beginning, federally incorporated non-profit
entities.
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There are four main reasons for this:

The centres should have as much independent decision
making authority as possible and be free of the
bureaucracy and reward structure of the host university.

Since the centres are dealing with business matters they
should have the protection of linited liability.

As a separately incorporated entity, they are moxe

1ikely to adopt a business outlook for the centre
activities.

The centre will be free to recommend any source of
assistance or help in the community or in Canada, for that
matter, and not be tied to any one source.

The Board of Directors of a centre should be a working board with
most of the directors being people who have actually gone through the
process of starting a high technology business or of launching a new

product or process. 0ther board members could be drawn from government
and academia. The Board of Directors nust have a strong influence on

the operating policies of the centre, ensuring that the activities of
the centre are directed toward the practical needs of both students
and industrial clients in the region.

Whereas the first option of sinply presenting courses would be
evaluated on the basis of the number of students taking the courses,
and whether this resulted in them undertaking innovative or entre-
preneurial activities later in their career, the Industrial Innovation
Centre's performance should be judged by the following criteria:

The number and sales value of new products or processes
successfully developed.

1.

The number 0f

The number of

successful new bus inesses st ar,ted .

new j obs created or j obs s aved
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The number of businesses assisted, with the economic

results documented.

6.

The number of
and the effect

The number of
bus ines smen . in

univers Lty graduates taking the cours es

0n the ir care ers .

seminars or workshops presented to
the communi ty .

The degree to which the centre is moving towards
becoming self-financing.

8. The number of research reports on technological innovation
and entrepreneurship produced and published.

A survey of businessmen conducted in T979 by both the fnnovation
Management Institute of Canada and t4" Canadian Advanced Technology
Association determined that there was considerable support in the
business conmunity for the establishnent of such centres(Sargant, 1979)

Conclus ion

The technological innovation process is denanding of the best
scientists and engineers haye to offer. It seems strange, therefore,
that we only adequately prepare our graduates to take part in 20eo

of the process; the invention stage.

I would like to end rny presentation by leaving you with a question.

If you are in the private sector, what does your company do to
provide its recently hired scientists or engineers with information
about the whole innovation process? If you are in academia, what does

your faculty do to encourage the innovative or entrepreneurial spirit
of your students and to provide them with the skil1s and knowledge to
commerc ial-,.ze their technical ideas.

Thank You.
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